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PROSPECTS IN FEDERAL TAX LEGISLATION
By Cate Moore

CCFA has more than enough work to do keeping up with
California state legislation, but that does not mean that the
federal arena can be neglected.
There has been a lot of rumbling recently about reforming
taxes. Several of the forestry associations (Forest Landowners
Association, American Forest Foundation) who do track federal
legislation have been commenting on this and what it might
mean to forest landowners and their businesses.
Current tax law provides the following tax provisions
for timberlands:

Deduct up to $10,000 per stand for reforestation costs,
amortized over 7 years

Deduct the costs of forest management including fire,
disease and pest prevention and treatment, thinning,
fertilization, taxes, protection of wetlands and endangered
species and infrastructure maintenance

Receive capital gains treatment for timber harvest or sale of
standing trees

Recover your basis if you own forest land for investment or
business purposes and lose timber due to casualty, theft or
condemnation
These provisions address the unique nature of growing
timber as a crop. A tree planted today can take up to a century to
reach maturity. This sets it apart from all other businesses,
where returns can begin to be realized within months for row
crops and less than ten years for vineyards and orchards. The
normal capitalization process of extending costs through the
entire development of the product would make it painfully
difficult, if not impossible, for a timber grower to absorb his
upfront costs.
The American Forest Foundation asked their members how
they use the available tax breaks and incentives to remain
economically viable and they report:

Tax incentives are used to maintain and improve their
woodlands, including: maintaining roads and fire breaks,
working with a forester, and thinning to improve forest
health, replanting after harvest or wildfire to quickly restore
habitat and reduce erosion

Capital gains treatment allows landowners to manage their
land as a long term investment. This gives them the means
to put more into planting, thinning and infrastructure
maintenance after a harvest. Many report this is the make or
break of whether investing in timber is worth the long term
risk.

Until it expired, landowners were able to donate a
conservation easement on their land as a tool to reduce
pressures to develop their land for other uses.
With this in mind, let's take a look at what Congress has
been considering:

Eliminate the deduction for timber growing
costs. Current law allows $10,000 of the costs to be
deducted in the year they are incurred, with the remainder
amortized over seven years. Can you manage capitalizing
these costs over all the decades it takes your tree to grow
from planting to maturity?

Eliminate the capital gains treatment for income from
harvested timber. Can you afford the burden of taxing your
harvest as ordinary income in a single year?

Eliminate the deduction and amortization of
reforestation costs. Reforestation costs, whether after a
harvest, a wildfire, a blow-down or an infestation, are a very
large up-front investment expense that will not show returns
for decades. Can you afford to replant your land without
these deductions and hang in for the decades it will take to
gain your return on investment?
All of these factors of the forest business model need to be
explained to your Congressional representatives, frequently, if
we are to get a tax reform that won't put us out of
business. Write your representatives and senators and explain
your circumstances. Remind them that you are the keepers of the
habitat and the watersheds and that, to provide these services to
the public, you need them to understand and accommodate what
it takes to make your business work. None of us want to see our


CALIFORNIA LEGISLATION UPDATE
By Cate Moore

The legislature is on their summer break right now, which is
giving us a chance at a breather before the final mad rush at the
end of the session. When they return on August 4, they will have
until August 15 for the fiscal committees to finalize their reports,
August 22 is the last day to amend bills and the last day to pass a
bill is August 31.
This is when the dirty tricks really get going. We can expect
to see gut-and-amends, last minute add-ons or take-aways as the
special interests put the screws on and the back-room deals get
cut. Those of us watching from the outside will have little to no
chance to respond in a timely manner without an inside man
watching.
I've said it before - this is not the way I like to see business
done. I would prefer an orderly procession of bills through the
legislature that allows all viewpoints to be heard and assessed on
their merits before the final bill is crafted. That's not the way the
Legislation (Continued on page 4)
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CCFA'S RESPONSE TO COST RECOVERY FEES
FOR BURN PERMITS
The Monterey Bay Unified Air Pollution Control District
recently released a letter proposing "cost recovery fees" for burn
permits. (See pages 2 and 3.)
Burning is one of the most cost-effective and efficient
methods of reducing overgrown vegetation and is also
environmentally friendly. Many of our native species depend on
fire to germinate seeds and stimulate growth. It can also reduce
the levels of invasive exotics, pathogens and insect
pests.
Removing excess vegetation reduces the risks of
uncontrolled wildfire and the damage that happens when it does
occur. It can improve the ground water supplies that feed our
streams. Burning also generates smoke.
Smoke is the only aspect of fire that is on the Monterey Bay
Unified Air Pollution Control District’s radar, and they aren't
even weighing the relative impacts of wildfire smoke versus
prescribed fire smoke. Instead of working to expedite planned
burn projects, they are slapping fees on them. If you don't
already have a burn permit, the Air District proposes the
following:
Backyard burn
$40
Agricultural Waste burn (pile burn)
$20
Smoke Permits:
Stack burns
$100
Prescribed < 100 acres
$200
Prescribed 100-250 acres
$985
Prescribed 250-1000 acres
$1,580
Prescribed > 1000 acres
$2,360
CCFA has been attending the public meetings discussing the
fee. Public sentiment is running strongly against the fees. CCFA
also submitted the following letter stating our position:
July 10, 2014
to: David Craft
Monterey Bay Unified Air Pollution Control District
24580 Silver Cloud Court
Monterey, CA 93940
Re: Concerns Regarding Proposed Cost Recovery Fees for
Burn Permits
Dear Mr. Craft,
The Central Coast Forest Association (CCFA) is an
organization comprised of forest landowners, resource
professionals and others concerned with forest issues and land
use policy in the Central Coast region of California.
We oppose these proposed fees because we believe they are
counterproductive to the District's mission.
In our view, the Monterey Bay Unified Air Pollution Control
District has the mission to protect the health and safety of the
people and environment of the Monterey Bay Area. California,
including the Monterey Bay Area, is burdened with an increasing
wildfire hazard. Wildfires cause environmental damage and
adverse impacts to public health and safety. When wildfires
burn, there is:
No control of the time, date or location of burn
No controls on the size of the burn
No control of the length of the burn
No control of the intensity of the burn.
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No control of the amount of smoke or its pathway
In contrast, prescribed burning provides the following
benefits:
Burning only in favorable weather conditions
Burning when fire control personnel are available
Pre-planned burn sizes and prepared sites
Burn intensity control to achieve specific environmental
improvements
It is in the best interest of the public and the environment to
encourage these prescribed burns whenever possible. It should
be a District goal to encourage burns. One of the best ways to
achieve this is by keeping costs and paperwork burdens low.
The Proposed Cost-Recovery Fee structure does the
opposite. The costs laid out in the fee table are cost-prohibitive
for landowners and will serve to discourage the burning we need
to do. We have the following questions concerning the proposed
fees:
What additional services are we getting for these higher
fees? The open burn program has been in place for years and the
bills have been paid. For higher fees, we should expect an
increase in District-provided services.
Why isn't this being financed by Cap-and-Trade
money? Prescribed burns will produce a net reduction in carbon
dioxide releases over uncontrolled wildfires and will make our
environment better able to adjust to climate change.
Sincerely,
Member, CCFA Board of Directors
Legislation (Continued from page 1)

game is played.
So, where are we on our bills of interest?
The following have made it all the way through and been
signed by the governor:
AB 2112 - Forestry: timber operations
AB 2364 - State amphibian: California red-legged frog
So, we have a massive drought, a feeble economy outside of
Silicon Valley, businesses continue to leave California at about
20 per day and the legislature wastes its time declaring the redlegged frog as the state amphibian. Seriously?
Still in the hopper are a number of water source and water
quality bills, some SRA fee adjustments, and some friendly, or at
least benign, forestry bills, including:
AB 1867—Timber harvest plans: exemption: reducing
flammable materials
AB 2082 - Forest practices: resource conservation standards:
stocking standards
AB 2142 - Timber harvesting plans: exemptions
AB 2184 - Timber and engineered wood products
assessment: forest restoration grants
AB 2239 - Forest practices: management plans: change of
ownership
AB 2465 - Burning of lands: private burns
Our website contains information about each of these bills,
as well as several others that peripherally affect forestry and rural
living. We have written 31 letters of support and opposition so
far. Many of our letters are also on the website in previous
legislation posts. ■
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MICROMANAGING WATER
CCFA Editorial

We reported in our last newsletter about how the EPA is
trying, once again, to extend its authority over ALL of the waters
of the United States. They’ve been slapped down multiple times
by the Supreme Court, the Legislature has been unsupportive,
but their quest continues.
Rural industries across the country have been protesting
these proposed rules. For those of us in local forestry who are
already trying to resolve conflicts between the Fish and Wildlife
Service, CalFire, and the Water Quality Control Board, another
layer of bureaucracy, with its own unique agenda, is about the
last thing we need.
Being dutiful citizens, we wrote our Representative, Anna
Eshoo, opposing the proposed rules and received the following
response:
Thank you for contacting me about the importance of
upholding the Clean Water Act and protecting our nation's
waters from pollution. We agree with each other.
On April 21, 2014, the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) and the Army Corps of Engineers jointly proposed
a rule to clarify that upstream waters, such as tributaries and
wetlands, are indeed protected by the Clean Water Act (CWA).
These waters were intended by Congress to be protected by the
CWA, but complicated Supreme Court decisions in 2001 and
2006 have caused confusion and uncertainty about which
streams are actually protected. I'm an unswerving supporter of
the CWA, and I support the EPA's rulemaking because it will
clarify application of the Act and uphold the CWA's legacy of
protecting our nation's pristine waters for drinking, recreation,
and wildlife.
Last year, I joined several of my House colleagues in
sending a letter to EPA Administrator Gina McCarthy, urging
her to move forward with a strong rule that protects all waters of
the United States. A copy of our letter is enclosed for your
perusal. I'm pleased that the EPA and Army Corps have
proposed a strong rule that will protect our nation's wetlands
and streams as Congress intended when it passed the CWA over
40 years ago.
It’s not exactly what I would call the most encouraging
response. Obviously, we need to step up our game in educating
her. ■

CFIP:
The primary state cost-share program for
forest landowners
From Winter/Spring 2014 Forestland Steward

CFIP exists to encourage improved management of
California's forestland for "…protection, maintenance, and
enhancement of a productive and stable forest resource system
for the benefit of present and future generations."
The program's scope includes improvement of all forest
resources, including fish and wildlife habitat, soil, and water
quality by providing financial and technical assistance to forest
landowners. Eligible landowners may include forest operators,
wood processors, public agencies, private individuals, Resource
Conservation Districts (RCDs), and non-profit watershed groups.
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CFIP is the State's primary vehicle for delivering landowner
assistance. This program was developed in 1978 and, since then,
has supported projects on 700,000 acres of forestland, including
55,000 trees planted and 35,000 acres of fuels reduction activities
in the last decade.
In the past, money for CFIP came from a portion of the
revenues from timber sales on the State's Demonstration Forests.
After 2004, that funding was no longer available for CFIP. Other
funding sources, including federal grants and bond funds, have
been used, but these were often targeted at specific geographic
regions or specific activities. Qualifying activities for CFIP
include management planting, site preparation, tree purchase and
planting, timber stand improvement, fish and wildlife habitat
improvement, and land conservation practices.
To be eligible for CFIP, landowners must own at least 20
acres, but not more than 5,000 acres, of forestland in California.
Landowners who own less than 20 acres may qualify if they
submit a joint application with neighboring landowners and the
combined acreage is a minimum of 20 acres of forestland.
Forestry Assistance
This year, California has a proposal for additional money for
forestry assistance—$50 million! This money is spread among a
number of programs, each with its own focus.

Forest Health—pest management program.

Urban Forestry—urban tree planting and renewal,
maintenance, greenhouses.

State Demonstration forests—Eight forests totaling 71,000
acres representing the most common forest types in the state.

Seed Bank at the LA Moran Center in Davis—one of only
two seed banks in the state (the other is owned by the US
Forest Service.) This seed bank is priceless. In some cases it
may be the only source of populations wiped out by fire.

Landowner assistance—programs that directly support
landowner education and activities on the ground.
For more information:


CFIP User's Guide at
http://calfire.ca.gov/resource_mgt/downloads/CFIP/
CFIP_UsersGuide_2012Version_031212_FINAL.pdf



CFIP website at
http://calfire.ca.gov/resource_mgt/resource_mgt_
forestryassistance_cfip.php ■



FORESTRY ASSISTANCE
ENCOURAGES GOOD STEWARDSHIP OF
FORESTLAND
From Winter/Spring 2014 Forestland Steward

Forestland provides tremendous public benefits: clean air,
water quality and quantity, wildlife habitat, carbon sequestration,
timber, recreation, and soul-satisfying scenery.
Healthy forests help maintain plant and animal diversity and
are less likely to succumb to wildfires and pest outbreaks.
California's forests are vitally important, and maintaining them in
good condition is in everyone's interest.
Forestland in California is almost evenly divided between
private and public ownership. Of the half that is privately owned,
Forestry Assistance (Continued on page 7)
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SANTA CRUZ COUNTY RESOURCE CONSERVATION
DISTRICT OFFERS GRANTS FOR EROSION CONTROL
by Kara Guzman

Abbreviated from the July 1, 2014 Santa Cruz Sentinel Article

$175,000 in grant funding is available for road and land
conservation projects in the San Lorenzo Valley, Scotts Valley
and Branciforte areas. There are two programs for these
projects:
 private road improvements, including culvert replacement
and sloping
 Storm water management, including rainwater catchment
systems.
The goal of these projects is to improve fish habitat,
especially steelhead and salmon. It also serves to improve
human habitat, especially in rainy winters. Every time a road
remains secure in its foundations during a downpour, there is
less sediment in the streams and more usable roadbed for
residents. No one likes carrying the groceries in a backpack
around a mudslide, especially if you’re wearing your office
clothes and holding your kid’s hand. During the floods of 1997,
Tom Bird remembers walking in mud when the three miles of
dirt roads leading home were impassable.
After restoration projects, largely grant-funded through
Santa Cruz County, CA DFW, and the Conservation District,
were done, "Effectively now, we have an all-weather highway.
It's still a small one-lane road, but we've all been able to get to
our homes every winter." - Tom Bird, Bear Creek Canyon Road
Association.
If you think your private road is a candidate for one of these
grants, see tinyurl.com/rcdscc1 or tinyurl.com/rcdscc2, email
agruys@rcdsantacruz.org or call 831-464-2950. ■

SUCCESSION PLANNING PART 3: ASSEMBLING A
ROUGH INVENTORY OF YOUR POSSESSIONS
By Cate Moore

We’re finally getting into the nuts and bolts of succession
planning. One of the first concrete steps you need to take is to
get a handle on what you own and what it’s worth. This
inventory includes all of your possessions, not just your
land. Successful strategies depend on knowing what your assets
are and how they are allocated, as well as your debt burdens and
liabilities. Much of this documentation will come from your
income tax statements and your will/living trust if you have one
and have been keeping it up to date.
Please remember this is a snapshot in time of today’s asset
list. As you proceed through your plans, you will have to
occasionally update this.
Ties to the Land has a suggested list which serves well as a
starting point for organizing this information.
We start with the real property: land parcels, buildings and
other land-based assets. List all of your parcels on one list, and
all of your buildings on another list, including houses, sheds,
barns, etc. For each item, record: Description and location/
address, Parcel number, Zoning, Easements, Date acquired and
method of acquisition (purchase, inherit, gift…), % Ownership,
Basis (value when you acquired it, usually the purchase price),
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Debt obligation.
Timber - list your timber stands. Reference your
management plan, if you have one for this information. For each
stand, include: Description, Estimated value, Valuation date.
This would be a good place to list an NTMP or WFMP if
you have one. These permits travel with the land and are part of
the land assets that allow the family business to operate.
You may be doing more than timber on your land. I would
also list any farming/grazing leases you have.
I also think it would be useful to record average income
from and expenses for managing these parcels.
Our next category is accounts in financial institutions,
including banks, mutual funds, stock portfolios, life insurance
and retirement accounts.
There are small variations on what needs to be listed, but
basically, you need to list the institution’s name, account
number, account type (savings, checking, money market, CD…)
and balance.
Bank Accounts: These are pretty basic, list: Bank or
Institution, Account type, Account number and Balance
Mutual Funds: in addition to the identifying information,
these accounts have portfolio information that will relate to
capital gains calculations, including: Shares, Date Acquired,
Purchase Price and Current Value.
Life Insurance: along with the identifying information,
include the Owner of the policy and the Beneficiaries.
For Retirement Accounts such as IRA’s and 401(k)
accounts, you should list the identifying information, the Plan
Owner and the Beneficiaries at the time of the owner’s death.
The next major category is vehicles and large
equipment. The first category is the on-road vehicles, your cars,
trucks, RV’s and so forth. The next category includes your
tractors, tractor attachments, lumber mills, chainsaws, mowers
and other large equipment you use to do the work on your land.
Motor and Recreational Vehicles: List the year/make/
model, title holder, purchase cost and date, estimated fair market
value, debt obligation, appraised value, valuation date.
Machinery and Equipment: List the year/make/model,
purchase cost and date, estimated fair market value, debt
obligation, appraised value, valuation date.
Household possessions and general tools: Here is where
you try to estimate the value of your furniture, kitchen tools,
general purpose tools (most ranches have a lot of value sunk into
this) and the rest of your everyday possessions.
Jewelry/Gems/Precious Metals: This category should also
include antiques, collectibles and art if you have any. If you
have the records, list and describe each item, its purchase date
and cost, and its estimated fair market value.
Fair market valuation is going to be difficult for a lot of
what we own. How do you value a twenty-year old tractor, the
furniture you inherited from your grandmother or that
outbuilding you built yourself from scratch? The important part
right now is to get it on the list. You can always adjust the
valuation as you get more information.
Later, when we begin assembling the family business
structure, we will add these assets in and use them to assign
values and shares of the business to our heirs and successors. ■
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WILDFIRE HAZARD MITIGATION - WHO GETS IT?
Commentary: Legislation would help manage forests,
prevent wildfire
By Rayne Pegg and Erin Huston
Ag Alert July 9, 2014

The United States Legislature currently has a bill, HR 3992,
The Wildfire Disaster Funding Act of 2014, which would change
the funding mechanism for handling wildfire disasters to align
with other disaster funding streams such as those already in place
for "predictable" emergencies such as hurricanes, floods and
tornadoes. The intent is to forestall raiding the funds budgeted
for land management and wildfire risk-reduction activities that
serve to reduce the severity of future wildfire damages.
The Farm Bureau reports, "The U.S. Forest Service and the
Department of the Interior are the two federal entities responsible
for wildfire suppression. Suppression funding levels are based on
the 10-year average of suppression costs; currently, that's not
enough to provide the necessary level for suppression activities
nationwide. When suppression funding runs out, which happens
regularly, both the USFS and DOI have the authority to transfer
funds from within their budgets to make up for shortfalls. So
money is usually taken away from non-suppression programs,
including land management programs that decrease long-term
wildfire risk and costs."
Land management is gardening on a landscape scale. Just
like backyard gardeners, land managers need to thin overgrowth
and remove weeds and dead plants so healthy plants can sprout
and grow. And just like backyard gardeners, if you divert your
attention to other activities, your garden becomes nothing but a
choked up weed lot.
This is a model that the California legislature should
emulate. CalFire has its own catastrophic wildfire hazards and
its own languishing fuels management programs. California will
never get a handle on its wildfire problem without active hazard
reduction programs that include thinning and prescribed fire, and
we can't get it done if our funding gets diverted to wildfire
suppression every year. ■
Forestry Assistance (Continued from page 5)

about half of that—approximately 11 million acres—is owned by
about 350,000 non-industrial landowners. These many,
individual landowners hold the key to protecting a significant
percentage of the State's forestland.
Everyone want to see good stewardship of California's
forestlands. But forest management takes money. To help
landowners with on-the-ground projects, the State and Federal
governments have created numerous programs to provide forest
landowners with financial and technical assistance.
CAL FIRE (California Department of Forestry and Fire
Protection) and NRCS (Natural Resources and Conservation
Service) are the lead agencies that work with forest landowners
to offer cost-share support and grants. Although CAL FIRE is a
State agency and NRCS a Federal agency, they work in
partnership to help landowners find the right program(s) for their
needs.
What is a forest?
For the cost-share and grant programs, a forest is defined as
an area with at least 10% tree coverage and zoned to allow forest
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resource management practices. This includes native hardwood
(oak woodland) and riparian forests, as well as conifer forests.
Management plans
It begins with a plan. Before you can do projects on your
forest, you need a good understanding of the current condition of
your land and a clear vision of what you want to achieve. This
includes identifying your personal goals, collecting technical
information about the property, and understanding both the
threats to, and the potential of, the land.
It can be a steep learning curve, but the process of creating a
management plan will help you get up to speed quickly. There is
usually money available for working with a Registered
Professional Forester (RPF) to create a quality management plan
for your property. The approved management plan can also be
used to both CFIP and EQUIP funding.
Don't give up; help is here
Forestry assistance can be confusing. The many programs
(and acronyms) might make you want to throw up your hands.
Happily, you don't have to figure it all out by yourself. That's the
job of your CAL FIRE Forestry Assistance Specialist (FAS) or
NRCS District Conservationist. Go to your local CAL FIRE or
NRCS office and talk to them about your forest and needs. Use
the handy acronym decoder to help make sense of it all. Before
you know it, these letters will roll off your tongue like an expert
and you'll be speaking the secret language of forestry
assistance.■

ALPHABET SOUP OF FORESTRY ASSISTANCE
CAL FIRE—CA Department of Forestry and Fire
Protection (State)
CFIP—California Forest Improvement Program (State)
CSP—Conservation Stewardship Program
EQUIP—Environmental
(Federal)

Quality

Incentive

Program

FAS—Forestry Assistance Specialist
FL—Forest Legacy (State)
FSP—Forest Stewardship[ Program (State)
HFRP—Healthy Forest Reserve Program (Federal)
NRCS—Natural Resources Conservation Program (Federal)
RCD—Resource Conservation District (Local)
RCPP—Regional
(Federal)

Conservation

Partnership

Program

RPF—Registered Professional Forester
WHIP—Wildlife Habitat Incentive Program (Federal)
USFS—U.S. forest Service (Federal)

See You at the Annual
Membership Meeting
September 27th !
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TIMBER HARVEST PLAN UPDATE – TOWNSEND’S
BIG-EARED BAT
By Jim Hildreth, Forester

Planning ahead for your timber harvest has always been a
good idea. It takes many hours for the foresters to complete the
required field work and the timber harvest document. Once the
forester submits the plan to Calfire it undergoes a thorough and
often time consuming review by the various government
agencies. And forest landowners now have an additional listed
species to contend with – the Townsend’s big-eared bat.
Townsend’s big-eared bat (Corynorhinus townsendii) is a
candidate species for listing as threatened or endangered under
the California Endangered Species Act. The California
Department of Fish & Wildlife (CDFW) is responsible for
timber harvest recommendations to protect the bat and
potential habitat. Although it is a candidate species, CDFW is
requiring that it be treated as listed. This listing as threatened or
endangered is serious and is similar to other important species
such as the marbled murrelet and northern spotted owl.
The Townsend’s big-eared bat ranges throughout western
North America. In California the species may be found statewide
with the exception of the high Sierra Nevada. The distribution of
the species within that range is patchy and generally correlated
with the availability of caves, mines, buildings or other cave like
structures (tree basal hollows, lava tubes) that are used as
roosting habitat. Townsend’s big-eared bat was likely always
rare in the Central Coast ecoregion due to low abundance of
natural roost sites1. Old buildings and other structures are the
primary roost type in this ecoregion. Potential habitat within
the coastal redwood forests can be in the form of hollow
redwood trees, hollow redwood stumps, other large hollow trees,
caves, buildings or other man-made structures. Townsend’s bigeared bat is known to roost in large basal hollows of old-growth
redwood trees2 (Fellers and Pierson, 2002; Mazurek 2004) in the
coastal forests of California. The average diameter breast
height of trees containing maternity/colonial roosts was
approximately 9 feet3 (Mazurek 2004). Daytime roosts used by
single males had a minimum diameter of 4 feet (Fellers and
Pierson 2002). The volume of the basal hollow must be large
enough to provide room for the bat to fly and roost in a dark to
semi dark situation. Hollow volume of about 2.5 cubic meters
received at least some bat use in the summer. To date there is
only one documented occurrence recorded within Santa Cruz
County. This may be because this species is very rare and
unlikely to be present or may be because there have been few
surveys for the bat.
Based upon this research a common potential habitat within
second growth redwood forests is basal hollows of legacy
redwood trees. All proposed Timber Harvest Plans must be
inspected for potential bat habitat and the forester may conduct
this inspection. If potential Townsend’s big-eared bat habitat is
discovered prior to or during timber operations, CDFW requires
a 500 foot no timber operations buffer around the potential
habitat be established and maintained throughout the maternity
roosting period (March 15 through September 15). This
effectively eliminates timber operations within the buffer for
most of the harvest season. This may affect logging in the rest of
the plan area as the logger may delay logging until the entire plan
area is available for harvest.
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Any identification of potential habitat, whether before or
during operations, requires an on-site consultation with CDFW
to develop site-specific avoidance measures. In my experience
CDFW is willing to work with the forester and landowner during
this consultation to reduce the impact on the proposed harvest.
The potential habitat must be retained (for example the
individual large legacy trees with basal hollows plus a few
nearby screening trees). The size of the buffer and the timing of
the seasonal restriction may be slightly adjusted
after
consultation. If logging operations are necessary during the
time period of seasonal restrictions then a formal survey by a
qualified biologist is required prior to operations. If no listed
bats are found, CDFW may eliminate or reduce the buffers and
seasonal restrictions. These restrictions are sitespecific so it is
difficult to predict the outcome of this consultation with CDFW.
This issue is new and CDFW
may
adjust
their
recommendations as more is known about the species within
the Santa Cruz Mountains.
These new requirements for the Townsend’s big-eared bat
are only the latest issue to add to the amount of time it takes for
Timber Harvest Plan approval. And note that these regulations
are also required for all Non-Industrial Timber Management
Plans (NTMP). This includes existing NTMPs – the Notice of
Timber Operations must include information on the Townsend’s
big-eared bat. The entire area under the NTMP must be surveyed
for potential habitat. If potential habitat is present the
consultation with CDFW is required and any restrictions become
a part of the exiting NTMP.
1

Report to the Fish & Game Commission, Evaluation of the Petition from the
Center for Biological Diversity to list Townsend’s big-eared bat (Corynorhinus
townsendii) as threatened or endangered under the California Endangered Species
Act, CDFW March 2013
2

Habitat use and foraging behavior of Townsend’s big-eared bat (Corynorhinus
townsendii) in coastal California, Fellers and Pierson, 2002; Journal of
Mammology 83:167-177
3

A maternity roost of Townsend’s big-eared bats (Corynorhinus townsendii) in
coast redwood basal hollows in northwestern California, Mazurek, 2004;
Northwestern naturalist 85:60-62

Annual Membership Meeting
September 27th !
Seeking forestry assistance...where to start?
If you would like to find out about possible forestry
assistance programs that fit you needs, two places to start are you
local CAL FIRE Forestry Assistance Specialist or your local
District Conservationist. Either of these experts will know about
both State and Federal programs and can direct you to the
appropriate one for you forest and goals. If you don't already
have a forest management plan, that is where you will begin.
You can't do anything without a plan. With the plan in place, you
will be eligible for both CFIP cost-share and EQUIP cost
assistance.
Find your local FAS at http://calfire.ca.gov/resource_mgt/
downloads/ForestAdvisorList.pdf
Find your local NRCS field office at http://
offices.sc.egov.usda.gov/locator/app?state=ca
■
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CCFA ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP MEETING
The bylaws of CCFA state that there must be a
membership meeting every year. In the past, we have had
picnics, potlucks, hikes, train rides, mill tours, and speakers.
We have held these events at private picnic sites, the
Swanton Pacific Ranch, Harvey West Park, and Big Creek
Lumber's sawmill facilities. Several times, attendance has
been less than spectacular. In an effort to draw more
members, we are holding this year's membership meeting in
a centrally located public restaurant, where the management
will provide us with a private dining area.
We want to remind you that CCFA exists to support and
fight for YOU - forestland owners - and keep you informed
about legislation that affects you and your land. We hope to
see you at this year's membership meeting.
We will have a presentation from Mitchell Jackman, a
local estate attorney, about the business vehicles that can
formalize your family business, such as Trusts, Family
Limited
Partnerships
and
Limited
Liability
Corporations. We will learn about:







What these business entities can do for us
What we need to do to establish them
What we need to do to maintain them
How much they cost
Tax details
Our second speaker will be Pat Mauldin, an accountant.

This is extremely important if you want to make sure
your land transitions into the hands you want.
Location: Bruno’s BBQ in Scotts Valley.
Date: September 27, 2014
Time: 6:30 PM
Venue: No-host dinner (you order and pay Bruno’s)

"Wood is a friend of mine. When we use the tree respectfully
and economically, we have one of the greatest resources of
the earth. It is a beautiful material, friendly to man, the
supreme material for his dwelling purposes. If a man is going
to live, he should live with wood."
Frank Lloyd Wright

THANK YOU!
We take this opportunity to thank all of our renewing
members and those who donated generously to the legal fund.
The legal fund is not used for general expenses but is saved
in case we have to take an issue to court to uphold our
members' private property rights.
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BOOK REPORT
Planning Family Forests: How to Keep Woodlands
Intact and in the Family
By Thom. J McEvoy

Most estate plans are organized around how to distribute
family possessions in an orderly manner and forestall familybreaking fights. But what if your overall goal is to pass a
living ecosystem to your family and ensure it continues to
remain healthy and productive? What can you do to ensure the
passing of the torch is a unifying act rather than a divisive
act? Have you ever wondered how other forest landowners
arranged their succession plans?
Oftentimes, nothing serves the need better than examples
of what someone else has done. Planning Family Forests
provides fourteen case studies of actual family forests and the
succession plans their owners have constructed, along with
analysis of what could be improved. The case studies include
Family Limited Partnerships, C-corporations, S-corporations,
Limited Partnerships, Limited Liability Companies, and
Rollover Trusts.
Those of us who are wrestling with these problems
ourselves should welcome a chance to read about other real
people and their various goals, problems and solutions. Give it
a look.
The book is published by Forestry Press Inc.
See www.forestrypress.com or call 855-883-5263 to get a copy.

CALIFORNIA BLACKBIRD MAY GET PROTECTION
UNDER ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT
From "Uncover California"

The rapidly vanishing Tricolored Blackbird of California
may get protection under the Endangered Species Act, thanks to
bird lovers and conservation groups' increasing pressure on
wildlife authorities.
The California Fish & Game Commission has agreed to
consider an emergency listing for the under the California
Tricolored Blackbird under the Endangered Species Act. The
proposal is scheduled to be considered by the commission on 6th
of August, during a meeting in San Diego.
A statewide survey conducted by University of California
Davis, the U. S. Fish & Wildlife Service, the California
Department of Fish & Wildlife and Audubon California revealed
that the colorful bird's population has shrunken by 64 per cent
since 2008. As per new data, there are just around 145,000
Tricolored Blackbird in the Golden State.
During the process of harvesting of wheat-rye hybrid crops,
thousands of baby blackbirds get killed on fields that are used by
the birds to reproduce. To minimize the loss, wildlife officials
have urged farmers to delay harvests for some time to allow the
young birds to grow and fly away.
Audubon California's executive director Brigid McCormack
said, "Without the cooperation and commitment of these farmers,
this bird would likely be even closer to extinction."
The Tricolored Blackbird, which is known for its red-&white wings and catlike song, is almost completely a California
bird. It lives primarily in large colonies in the Central Valley.
Loss of its historic habitat - wetlands - is one of the major causes
of its quick disappearance over the past year. ■
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CCFA Annual Membership Meeting
Saturday, September 27, 2014 6:30 PM
Bruno’s BBQ
230 Mt. Hermon Rd.
Scotts Valley, CA

our speakerS will be:

Mitchell Jackman, an estate
attorney with timberland in his family, and Pat Mauldin,

an accountant. They will be speaking on Succession planning.

Venue—No Host:

Let's show our appreciation for Bruno's
generous donation of the meeting room by buying dinner
from them. May we recommend the St Louis ribs?
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Central Coast Forest Association
Membership / Renewal / Contribution
Name ______________________________________________________________ Date _______________________
Enclosed is $ ______________ for:

□ New Membership

□ Membership Renewal

□ Legal Fund

Home phone __________________________________ Work phone ______________________________________
Address _____________________________________ City __________________________ ST_____ Zip_________
Signature ____________________________________________ E-mail ____________________________________
Please make checks payable to:
Central Coast Forest Association

P.O. Box 66868

Membership Category

Scotts Valley, CA 95066

Dues

Individual - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -$50
Business - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - $500

CCFA appreciates your support
CCFA is a 501-(c) 4 tax-exempt organization. Donations may be tax-deductible as a business expense.

Notes From the Nut-House
The European Union is considering using more coal
to support falling prices for Carbon stocks.
The BBC reports that the Emissions Trading
Scheme or ETS, the EU's version of Cap and Trade,
may need life support from coal.
"It's a very strange debate," said Brook Riley from
Friends of the Earth in Brussels. "Because they are
setting a limit on the cuts, like a lid on a saucepan, they
are forced to limit energy savings and renewables to
avoid damaging the emissions trading system.
"They are actually talking about burning more coal if
emissions fall faster than expected due to energy
savings and renewables, purely to protect the carbon
price. It's bonkers!"
Currently California is moving at full speed to
implement Cap and Trade here; we wonder where they
will get the coal when it does
not work?

Government powers
should be used to
coerce individuals to
"care with mind and
heart for Gaia and all
life she sustains."
Peter Douglas
Coastal Commission founder

We’re on the web!
www.ccfassociation.org
Central Coast Forest Association
P.O. Box 66868
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
IMPORTANT NOTICE: HELP US COMMUNICATE!
Occasionally we need to rally the membership to respond to abrupt government actions. We must be able to contact you in a
hurry in such circumstances. Please submit your current e-mail address to us via our website, www.ccfassociation.org
or by e-mail to: ccfa@ccfassociation.org. We will keep it strictly confidential at all times.

T

INSIDE THIS ISSUE:
Prospects in Federal Tax Legislation
California Legislation Update
Proposed Cost-Recovery Fees for Burn Permits

1

he forests must be, and will be, not only preserved but used, and the
experience of all civilized countries that have faced and solved the
question show that the forests, like perennial fountains, may be made to yield
a sure harvest of timber while at the same time all their far-reaching
beneficent uses may be maintained unimpaired.
John Muir
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Founder of the Sierra Club in 1895

CCFA's Response to Cost-Recovery Fees for Burns
California Legislation Update (cont.)

4

Micromanaging Water
CFIP
Forestry Assistance Encourages Good Stewardship
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Santa Cruz County Offers Grants
Succession Planning: Part 3
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Wildfire Hazard Mitigation—Who Gets It?
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The Central Coast Forest Association is a non-profit alliance of small forestland
owners, forestry professionals and forest-oriented businesses with close affinity to
the woods, mountains, streams and wildlife of the Central Coast. Our purpose is to
uphold and preserve our values, our property rights and our way of life. To advance this objective, CCFA will:

Townsend's Big-eared Bat
Seeking Forestry Assistance
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 Interact with community, political and environmental interests as a voice for

CCFA Annual Meeting
Book Report: Planning Family Forests
CA Blackbird May Get Protection
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 Understand the news, law and technology of forestry and apply this knowledge

CCFA Annual Meeting Announcement
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 Inform members of matters affecting their lands and forests.

Notes From the Nuthouse
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 Take political and legal action to defend the rights and property of all Central

CCFA Mission Statement
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forestland owners.
for the benefit and protection of forestland owners.

Coast forestland owners.

